Repository Colonial Architecture

- A repository for sources about European colonial architecture and town planning (c.1850–1970):
- Creating a digital (research) tool
INFRASTRUCTURE
• Repository
• Website

CONTENT
• Text documents books, journals, reports
• Images contemporary photographs, films
• Archives correspondence, reports, drawings, plans, etc.
• Maps

Partners
• Funding: NWO, Cost, Dutch Culture
• Partners: Het Nieuwe instituut, University of Leiden, Nederlands instituut voor Beeld en Geluid, Tropen museum
• Crowd source: Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta, Bandung Society for Heritage, Bandung, PETRA Christian University, Surabaya

Delft Technical University - Faculty of Architecture and the Built Environment
PHASE 1 (2011-2014)

- Design and build repository and website
- Define search modules, key words, etc.
- Build integrated search facilities with other relevant repositories
- Identify, localise, define and digitise relevant sources
- Harvest digitised sources
- Complement metadata of available digitised material
- Build up an (inter)national network for content, IT and funding
PHASE 2 (2014 and beyond)

• Identify and localise relevant institutes and sources in Europe and beyond

• Initiate and coordinate digitisation projects with European and non-European partners

• Expand integrated search facilities with other relevant repositories

• Expand (inter)national network for content, IT and funding

• Define and execute research (and design) projects